
Cal Young’s Axis 360 eBook Digital Library: 

Focus on multi-user nonfiction for classes and some fiction 

U.S. History – 8th 

Friend Me!: 600 Years of Social Networking in America - Multi-user    $50.60 
Chronicles social networking and communication throughout the history of America, from 
Native American councils to the SETI program. 

Understanding America History series – excellent reviews – Multi-user  
Abolition of Slavery  - Multi-user - $39.95 
   Examines the anti-slavery movement in the United States, looking at the Underground   
   Railroad, the Emancipation Proclamation, and the issues faced by freed slaves and  
   African Americans. 

        The Civil Rights Movement  - Multi-user - $39.95 
    Examines the American civil rights movement that occurred in the middle of the  
    twentieth century, looking at its origins, its organizations, and its long-term legacy. 

Discovery U.S. History series - Multi-user  -  $52.50 per volume 
A series that spans the complex and varied history of the United States from prehistoric 
times to the present day, offering clear and entertaining narrative, interesting boxed insets 
and lively illustrations that bring to life the people and events that have shaped the nation. 

 Colonial America 1543-1763  - Multi-user  -  $52.50 
Revolutionary America 1764-1789 - Multi-user  -  $52.50 
Early National America 1790-1850  - Multi-user  -  $52.50 
The Civil War Era 1851-1865  - Multi-user  -  $52.50 
The New South and the Old West 1866-1890 - Multi-user  -  $52.50 
The Gilded Age and Progressivism 1891-1913   - Multi-user  -  $52.50 

Discovery of the Americas, 1492-1800  -- Multi-user - $52.50 
Describes the exploration of the Americas, including the discoveries of Christopher 
Columbus, Hernâan Cortâes, Amerigo Vespucci, Vasco Nâuänez de Balboa, 
Hernando de Soto, and George Vancouver. 

 
Written in Bone - Excellent reviews - - Multi-user - $47.93    Anthropolgist 

Anthropology scientists take readers through the process of investigating human 
remains found at colonial-era sites to reveal causes of death, match remains with the 
names on the historical records, and determine the skeletons' gender, age at death, 
nationality, and even economic standing. 
 

Ick! Yuck! Eew!: Our Gross American History - Multi-user $43.93 
Presents facts about the lack of sanitation, personal hygiene, dental care, antibiotics, 
and insecticides in eighteenth-century America and the unfortunate results such a lack 
had on everday living conditions. 

 

 



Medieval Worlds - 7th (overlap with Ancient Worlds – 6th)  

Ancient Communication Technology: From Hieroglyphics to Scrolls - Multi-user - $47.93 
Introduces the evolution of communication from ancient times, describing the 
development of writing, the alphabet, paper, writing instruments, and scrolls in the 
ancient civilizations of Egypt, China, Greece, Rome, India, and the Middle East. 

Ancient Warfare Technology: From Javelins to Chariots - Multi-user - $47.93 
Introduces the military tactics of ancient societies, describing the development of 
weapons, military strategy, defensive walls, seige warfare, guerillas, and warships in 
the ancient civilizations of Egypt, China, Greece, Rome, India, and the Middle East. 

Ancient Computing Technology: From Abacuses to Water Clocks - Multi-user - $47.93 
Learn about some of the earliest computers including water clocks and the Pascal 
counting machine. 

Ancient Medical Technology: From Herbs to Scalpels - Multi-user - $47.93 
Explores the medical tools and techniques of ancient times and discusses the influence 
on modern medical practices. 

Ancient Machine Technology: From Wheels to Forges - Multi-user - $47.93 
Traces the history of machine technology from ancient times and discusses the 
influence of machines in modern times. 

Ancient Transportation Technology: From Oars to Elephants - Multi-user - $47.93 
Learn how humans used different tools throughout history to transport themselves and 
their belongings from place to place. 

Ancient Agricultural Technology: From Sickles to Plows - Multi-user - $47.93 
Describes the technology used by ancient farmers, covering the evolution of farming 
tools, irrigation methods, animal breeding, and the processing of crops, including the 
ancient civilizations of China, Greece, Rome, India, and the Middle East. 

Ancient Construction Technology: From Sickles to Plows - Multi-user - $47.93 
Decribes the technology used by ancient societies to create such monumental 
structures as temples, pyramids, walls, arches, and bridges, including the ancient 
civilizations of China, Greece, Rome, India, and the Middle East. 

 
Exploring the Pacific -- Multi-user - $52.50 

Presents information, images, and maps relating to the exploration of the Pacific, 
including chapters on the spice trade, whaling, and early Pacific navigation, as well as 
chapters on famous explorers. 

 
Discovery of the Americas, 1492-1800  -- Multi-user - $52.50 

Describes the exploration of the Americas, including the discoveries of Christopher 
Columbus, Hernâan Cortâes, Amerigo Vespucci, Vasco Nâuänez de Balboa, 
Hernando de Soto, and George Vancouver. 

 
Recentering the Universe  - Excellent reviews - - Multi-user - $47.93 
"This title shows how a group of European scientists, in the span of roughly one hundred and 

fifty years (early 1500s to the mid-1600s) and working through direct observation, 
overturned the centuries' old accepted view of a geocentric universe.”  

 

 



Language Arts – 8th 

Career Project 

Career Ideas for Teens – Multi-user 

Career Ideas for Teens in Law and Public Safety - $60.00 
Provides a hands-on way to explore future career interests and options in the 
criminal justice and emergency services fields 

Career Ideas for Teens in Education and Training - $67.50 
Teaches how a teenager can discover their work style and offers information on 
the many career paths in education and training. 

 
Career Ideas for Teens in Health Science - $60.00 
 
Career Ideas for Teens in Architecture and Construction - $60.00  (2005) 

Provides a hands-on way to explore future career interests and options in the 
civil engineering field, including Internet links to newsletters and websites for 
further information. 

 
Career Ideas for Teens in Manufacturing - $60.00 

Provides a hands-on way to explore future career interests and options in the 
manufacturing production process field, including Internet links to newsletters 
and websites for further information. 

 
Discovering Careers series – Multi-user 

 
Math - $45.00 
     Explores careers in mathematics, including teaching, engineering, and statistics. 
 
Animals - $45.00   (2010) 

Careers profiled include: 
Animal breeders and techniciansAnimal caretakersAnimal shelter workersAnimal 
trainersAquaristsFarmersFish and game wardensHorse groomsMarine 
biologistsNaturalistsPark rangersPet groomersPet shop workersPet 
sittersVeterinariansVeterinary techniciansWildlife photographersZoo and aquarium 
curators and directorsZookeepersZoologists. 
 

Food - $45.00  (2012) 
Discusses the job responsibilities, educational and training requirements, and 
employment outlook for different careers in the food industry, including farmers, 
caterers, fishers, and food technologists. 
 

Transportation - $45.00   (2010) 
Careers profiled include: 
Air traffic controllersAircraft mechanicsAutomobile service techniciansAutomotive 
industry workersDiesel mechanicsDispatchersFlight attendantsIndustrial traffic 
managersLocomotive engineersMarine services techniciansMerchant 
marinersPilotsPublic transportation operatorsRailroad conductorsReservation and 
ticket agentsSignal mechanicsTaxi driversToll collectorsTraffic engineers Truck 
drivers. 

 

 



Language Arts – 8th 

Career Project (continued) 

 
Art - $45.00  (2011) 

Explores careers related to art, and discusses educational requirements, earnings 
potential, and career outlook. 
 

Fashion - $45.00  (2011) 
Presents information about careers in the fashion world, providing a description, 
earnings range, and outlook for each position. 
 

Performing Arts - $45.00  (2012) 
Examines twenty careers in the performing arts for creative individuals, including 
actors, clowns, and disc jockeys. 
 

Movies  - $45.00  (2012) 
Presents information about careers in the movie industry, providing a description, 
earnings range, and outlook for each position. 

 
Professional Athlete -- Multi-user -$44.95 

Provides a behind-the-scenes look at professional athletics and the duties,   
training, and technology involved, and profiles athletes. 
 

Journey into the Deep - Excellent reviews - - Multi-user - $47.93    Marine Biologist  
Presents new animals discovered during a ten year project of documenting sea life, 
describing new species of such creatures as jellyfish, octopuses, squids, sea worms, 
and crabs, found along coral reefs, ocean mountain ranges, and in the dark zone. 
 

The Case of the Vanishing Golden Frogs - - Multi-user - $43.93    Scientist 
Panamanian golden frogs aren't just cute, little, and yellow. They're also the national 
symbol of Panama. But they started to disappear about fifteen years ago. What's killing 
them? Could it be a change in their habitat? What about pollution? Might it be a result 
of climate change? Follow a team of scientists working to save these frogs and protect 
frog populations worldwide in this real-life science mystery. 
 

Written in Bone - Excellent reviews - - Multi-user - $47.93    Anthropolgist 
Anthropology scientists take readers through the process of investigating human 
remains found at colonial-era sites to reveal causes of death, match remains with the 
names on the historical records, and determine the skeletons' gender, age at death, 
nationality, and even economic standing. 
 

Death: Corpses, Cadavers, and Other Grave Matters - Multi-user - $47.93 Mortician/Medical 
Examines the ways in which the human body comes to a natural death and the 
changes which follow and discusses such related issues as hospice care, brain death, 
euthanasia, organ donation, autopsies, and funeral customs. 

 
Fourth Down and Inches: Concussions and Football’s Make-or-break Moment 
 - Multi-user - $41.26    Football/Medical 

Offers a look at the origins of football and the latest research on concussion and 
traumatic brain injuries in the sport. 

 
 



Language Arts – 8th 

Career Project (continued) 

The Brain-boosting Benefits of Gaming  -Multi-user - $39.93         Video Game Industry 
Details some of the educational benefits of playing video games and looks at how they 
are being used to help soldiers, medical professionals, pilots, businesspeople, and 
other professionals excel at their trades. 
 

The Crazy Careers of Video Game Designers - Multi-user - $39.93       Video Game Industry 
Outlining the cool work and smart tricks of game designers and artists, this title takes 
readers inside the cutting-edge careers of the people who make video games as 
awesome as possible. 
 

Their Skeletons Speak: Kennewick Man and the Paleoamerican World - Multi-user $34.60 
 Archaeologists 

Discusses the processes used by scientists to discern the identity of the Kennewick 
Man and what this nine thousand-year-old skeleton revealed about the arrival of 
humans in North America. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Health 8th 
 
Conflict Resolution Smarts: How to Communicate, Negotiate, Compromise, and More 
 Multi-user $47.93 

Conflict—nobody likes it. And from the hallways of your school to the family dinner 
table, conflict can be hard to avoid. But conflict doesn't have to be all bad. If you handle 
a conflict well, you might even come up with a "win-win" solution, and everyone will 
walk away happy. Conflict management involves understanding the roots of conflict, 
opening the lines of communication, and coming up with a solution that everyone can 
live with.  (USA Today Teen Wise series) 
 

Relationship Smarts: How to Navigate Dating, Friendships, Family Relationships, and More 
Multi-user $47.93 
Supplemented with articles and information from USA TODAY, the Nation's No. 1 
Newspaper, Relationship Smarts delivers solid advice and firsthand stories of real 
teens facing many of the same types of situations you are. Ready to wise up on 
relationships? Read on! (USA Today Teen Wise series) 

 
Fourth Down and Inches: Concussions and Football’s Make-or-break Moment 
 - Multi-user - $41.26    Football/Medical 

Offers a look at the origins of football and the latest research on concussion and 
traumatic brain injuries in the sport. 

 
 



Science 7th 
 
Journey into the Deep - Excellent reviews - - Multi-user - $47.93    Marine Biologist  

Presents new animals discovered during a ten year project of documenting sea life, 
describing new species of such creatures as jellyfish, octopuses, squids, sea worms, 
and crabs, found along coral reefs, ocean mountain ranges, and in the dark zone. 

 
The Case of the Vanishing Golden Frogs - - Multi-user - $43.93    Scientist 

Panamanian golden frogs aren't just cute, little, and yellow. They're also the national 
symbol of Panama. But they started to disappear about fifteen years ago. What's killing 
them? Could it be a change in their habitat? What about pollution? Might it be a result 
of climate change? Follow a team of scientists working to save these frogs and protect 
frog populations worldwide in this real-life science mystery. 
 

The Human Body: How It Works – Multi-user -- $56.25 per volume 
 The Circulatory System 
            The Respiratory System 
            Digestion and Nutrition 
           The Immune System 
           The Skeletal and Muscular Systems 
           The Endocrine System 
            Cells, Tissues, and Skin 

The Reproductive System 
 The Nervous System 
 The Senses 
  
Photosynthesis and Respiration -- Multi-user -- $56.25 
Plant Development  -- Multi-user -- $56.25 

Concentrating on the interrelationships between plants and humans, explores the 
development of plant life from seed to seedling to maturity and reproduction, including 
the role of light, hormones, temperature, and biological clocks. 

 
 
 
Science 8th 
 
Compact Research: Energy and the Environment       Multi-user     $39.95 per volume 

Biofuels 
Coal Power 
Geothermal Power 
Hydrogen Power 
Hydropower 
Nuclear Power 
Solar Power 
Wind Power 
 

The Periodic Table – Multi-user       $52.50 
 
 



General Interest Nonfiction and for LA class reading or nonfiction Lit Circles 
 
Relationship Smarts: How to Navigate Dating, Friendships, Family Relationships, and More 

Multi-user $47.93 
 
A Child Called It                          Single-user   $12.99 ;LightSail Assessed 
 Tells the story of a child's abuse at the hands of his alcoholic mother. 
 
Surviving in the Wilderness  - - Multi-user - $39.93 

Provides survival tips for outdoor emergencies, discusses different types of wilderness 
survival situations, and shares the stories of survivors. 

 
Written in Bone - Excellent reviews - - Multi-user - $47.93     

Anthropology scientists take readers through the process of investigating human 
remains found at colonial-era sites to reveal causes of death, match remains with the 
names on the historical records, and determine the skeletons' gender, age at death, 
nationality, and even economic standing. 

 
Death: Corpses, Cadavers, and Other Grave Matters - Multi-user - $47.93  

Examines the ways in which the human body comes to a natural death and the 
changes which follow and discusses such related issues as hospice care, brain death, 
euthanasia, organ donation, autopsies, and funeral customs. 
 

Fourth Down and Inches: Concussions and Football’s Make-or-break Moment 
 - Multi-user - $41.26     

Offers a look at the origins of football and the latest research on concussion and 
traumatic brain injuries in the sport. 
 

Bomb: The Race to Build--and Steal--the World's Most Dangerous Weapon   (OBOB) 
            Single-user ; one year circ limit     $15.00 

This is the story of the plotting, the risk-taking, the deceit, and genius that created the 
world's most formidable weapon. This is the story of the atomic bomb. 
 

The Brain-boosting Benefits of Gaming  - Multi-user - $39.93    
Details some of the educational benefits of playing video games and looks at how they 
are being used to help soldiers, medical professionals, pilots, businesspeople, and 
other professionals excel at their trades. 
 

The Biggest Names of Video Games - Multi-user - $39.93    
From 1947's Cathode-Ray Tube Amusement Device to World of Warcraft, this book 
introduces nine game creators (including one woman) and their iconic video games... 

 
The Awesome Inner Workings of Video Games  - Multi-user - $39.93    
 
The Crazy Careers of Video Game Designers - Multi-user - $39.93    

Outlining the cool work and smart tricks of game designers and artists, this title takes 
readers inside the cutting-edge careers of the people who make video games as 
awesome as possible. 
 

Conflict Resolution Smarts: How to Communicate, Negotiate, Compromise, and More 
 Multi-user $47.93 
 



General Interest Nonfiction and for LA class reading or nonfiction Lit Circles 
 (continued) 
 
The World Series: Baseball's Biggest Stage - Multi-user - $34.60 

Chronicles the history of the World Series, highlighting the clutch players, big upsets, 
and wild plays of the "Fall Classic." 

 
Tales from the Top of the World: Climbing Mount Everest With Pete Athans - Multi-user $47.93 

Looks at the difficulty climbers face when ascending Mount Everest, from the deep 
crevasses to the jagged towers of ice, and what is required to succeed. 
 

The Daytona 500: The Thrill and Thunder of the Great American Race - Multi-user $47.93 
Presents a history of the Daytona 500, discusses the drivers and crew, and recounts 
notable crashes, fights, and last-lap passes. 
 

Ultimate Fighting: The Brains and Brawn of Mixed Martial Arts - Multi-user $47.93 
Presents a history of mixed martial arts, discusses how the sport has evolved, and 
highlights notable athletes from the sport. 
 

Score!: The Action and Artistry of Hockey's Magnificent Moment - Multi-user $47.93 
Discusses the history of ice hockey and focuses on the rules and technique of scoring 
goals. 
 

Iceberg, Right Ahead!: The Tragedy of the Titanic - Multi-user $50.60 
Even the most avid Titanic fans will learn something new as McPherson brings the 
reader up to date on the politics and intrigue still surrounding the wreck—including 
what modern science can reveal about what really happened to the ship and who was 
at fault. Prepare to follow the never-ending story of the Titanic into its second century. 

 
Frozen Secrets: Antarctica Revealed - Multi-user $30.60 

Introduces Antarctica, describing the history of its exploration and the current research 
efforts underway to investigate its geography, climate, and fossils of the past, and 
monitor the effects of global warming on its glaciers. 
 

Their Skeletons Speak: Kennewick Man and the Paleoamerican World - Multi-user $34.60 
Discusses the processes used by scientists to discern the identity of the Kennewick 
Man and what this nine thousand-year-old skeleton revealed about the arrival of 
humans in North America. 
 

Ick! Yuck! Eew!: Our Gross American History - Multi-user $43.93 
Presents facts about the lack of sanitation, personal hygiene, dental care, antibiotics, 
and insecticides in eighteenth-century America and the unfortunate results such a lack 
had on everday living conditions. 
 
 
 



Fiction with LA class possibilities 
 
Alphin, Elaine Marie  
The Perfect Shot by – Multi-user  $34.60       Possibility for 8th class read for $34.60!!! 
Brian uses basketball to block out memories of his girlfriend and her family who were gunned 
down a year ago, but the upcoming murder trial and a high school history assignment force 
him to face the past and decide how far he should go to see justice served. Includes facts 
about miscarriages of justice in American history. (Excellent reviews) 
 
Johnston, E.K. 
The Story of Owen: Dragon Slayer of Trondheim  – Multi-user  $34.60        
Possibility for 7th or 8th class read (or lit circle) for $34.60  
In an alternate world where industrialization has caused many species of carbon-eating 
dragons to thrive, Owen, a slayer being trained by his famous father and aunt, and Siobahn, 
his bard, face a dragon infestation near their small town in Canada. (Excellent reviews) 
 
Nelson, Vaunda Micheaux 
No Crystal Stair     –    Multi-user  $34.60      
Possibility for 7th or 8th class read (or Lit Circle) for $34.60! 
A fictionalized biography of the bookseller and civil rights activist who owned the African 
National Memorial Bookstore in Harlem, New York City. 36 voices   Carolrhoda Books 
 
Burnett, Frances Hodgson 
The Secret Garden    Multi-user    $17.26 
 



LightSail  (Ms. Eklund); other students can check out as regular eBooks) 
 
Avi 
City of Orphans  Single-user   $6.99          One Year Circulation Limit;LightSail Assessed 
 
Bloor, Edward 
Tangerine  Single-user   $8.99 LightSail Assessed 
 
Bruchac, Joseph 
Sacajawea       Single-user   $6.99            LightSail Assessed 
 
Choldenko, Gennifer 
If a Tree Falls at Lunch Period Single-user   $6.99            LightSail Assessed 
 
Creech, Sharon 
Walk Two Moons   Single-user   $4.19            LightSail Assessed 
 
Curtis, Christopher Paul 
The Watsons Go To Birmingham     Single-user   $6.99            LightSail Assessed  (15 copies) 
 
Deuker, Carl 
Gym Candy             Single-user   $8.99            LightSail Assessed 
 
Deuker, Carl 
Payback Time         Single-user   $7.99            LightSail Assessed 
 
Deuker, Carl 
Night Hoops            Single-user   $8.99            LightSail Assessed 
 
DiCamillo, Kate 
Tiger Rising            Single-user   $5.99            LightSail Assessed 
 
Draper, Sharon 
Panic             Single-user   $12.99            One Year Circulation Limit;LightSail Assessed 
 
Draper, Sharon 
Copper Sun             Single-user   $12.99            One Year Circulation Limit;LightSail Assessed 
 
Fleischman, Paul 
Seedfolks  Single user   $8.99             26 circulation limit;LightSail Assessed 
 
Gaiman, Neil 
The Graveyard Book  Single user   $8.99             26 circulation limit;LightSail Assessed 
 
Green, John  
An Abundance of Katherines Single-user   $12.99            One Year Circulation Limit;LightSail  
 
Green, John  
Looking for Alaska        Single-user   $12.99            One Year Circulation Limit;LightSail  
 
Green, John  
Paper Towns                     Single-user   $12.99            One Year Circulation Limit;LightSail  
 
 



LightSail  (Ms. Eklund); other students can check out as regular eBooks) 
(continued) 
 
Green, Tim 
Football Champ  Single user   $6.99             26 circulation limit;LightSail Assessed 
 
Gutman, Dam 
Babe and Me  Single user   $5.99             26 circulation limit;LightSail Assessed 
 
Hannigan, Katherine 
Ida B                             Single user   $6.99             26 circulation limit;LightSail Assessed 
 
Henry, April 
The Girl Who Was Supposed to Die Single-user $10.50  One Year Circulation Limit;LightSail  
 
Hinton, S.E. 
The Outsiders  Single-user   $12.99  One Year Circulation Limit;LightSail Assessed 
 
Horowitz, Anthony 
Stormbreaker           Single-user   $12.99      One Year Circulation Limit;LightSail Assessed 
 
Howard, A. G. 
Splintered                   Single-user   $17.95            LightSail Assessed 
Unhinged                    Single-user   $17.95            LightSail Assessed 
 
Hunter, Erin 
Warriors: Into the Wild Single-user   $4.19 26 circulation limit;LightSail Assessed;    OBOB 
Warriors: Fire and Ice  Single-user   $6.99 26 circulation limit;LightSail Assessed 
Warriors: Forest of Secrets  Single-user   $6.99 26 circulation limit;LightSail Assessed 
Warriors: Rising Storm  Single-user   $6.99 26 circulation limit;LightSail Assessed 
Warriors: A Dangerous Path  Single-user   $6.99 26 circulation limit;LightSail Assessed 
Warriors: The Darkest Hour   Single-user   $6.99 26 circulation limit;LightSail Assessed 
 
Kadohata, Cynthia 
Weedflower                Single-user   $12.9      One Year Circulation Limit;LightSail Assessed 
 
Kessler, Liz 
The Tail of Emily Windsnap        Single-user   $5.99            LightSail Assessed 
Emily Windsnap and the Land of the Midnight Sun    Single-user   $5.99     LightSail Assessed 
 
Kinney, Jeff 
The Diary of a Wimpy Kid             Single-user   $13.95            LightSail Assessed 
 
Kinney, Jeff 
The Ugly Truth             Single-user   $13.95            LightSail Assessed 
 
Lee, Y.S. 
A Spy in the House            Single-user   $7.99            LightSail Assessed 
 
Levine, Kristin 
The Lions of Little Rock    
    Single-user  $10.99 One Year Circulation Limit;LightSail Assessed                   OBOB 
 
 



LightSail  (Ms. Eklund); other students can check out as regular eBooks) 
(continued 
 
Lewis, Richard 
The Killing Sea              Single-user   $9.99      One Year Circulation Limit;LightSail Assessed 
 
Lipsyte, Robert 
The Contender                 Single-user  $9.99    26 circulation limit;LightSail Assessed 
 
Lore, Pittacus 
I Am Number Four            Single-user  $9.99    26 circulation limit;LightSail Assessed 
 
Lowry, Lois 
The Giver                          Single-user  $8.99        LightSail Assessed 
Gathering Blue                  Single-user  $8.99        LightSail Assessed 
Messenger                        Single-user  $8.99        LightSail Assessed 
Number the Stars              Single-user  $6.99        LightSail Assessed   (15 copies) 
 
Lu, Marie 
Legend   Single-user $12.99   One Year Circulation Limit;LightSail Assessed            OBOB 
Prodigy   Single-user $12.99   One Year Circulation Limit;LightSail Assessed 
Champion   Single-user $12.99   One Year Circulation Limit;LightSail Assessed 
 
Mikaelson, Ben 
Touching Spirit Bear              Single-user  $6.99    26 circulation limit;LightSail Assessed 
 
O'Dell, Scott 
Island of the Blue Dolphins     Single-user  $6.99        LightSail Assessed 
 
Park, Linda Sue 
A Long Walk to Water  Single-user  $6.99        LightSail Assessed 
 
Paterson, Katherine 
Bridge to Terebithia             Single-user  $6.99    26 circulation limit;LightSail Assessed 
 
Riordan, Rick 
The Lightning Thief      Single-user $7.99   26 circulation limit;LightSail Assessed  (2 copies) 
The Sea of Monsters    Single-user $7.99   26 circulation limit;LightSail Assessed 
The Titan’s Curse      Single-user $7.99   26 circulation limit;LightSail Assessed 
The Battle of Labyrinth      Single-user $7.99   26 circulation limit;LightSail Assessed 
The Last Olympian      Single-user $7.99   26 circulation limit;LightSail Assessed 
 
Riordan, Rick 
The Red Pyramid      Single-user $9.99   26 circulation limit;LightSail Assessed 
 
Roth, Veronica 
Divergent       Single-user $9.99   26 circulation limit;LightSail Assessed   
Insurgent       Single-user $15.99   26 circulation limit;LightSail Assessed 
Allegiant         Single-user $17.99   One Year Circulation Limit;LightSail Assessed 
 
Smith, Roland 
Peak    Single-user  $6.95l        LightSail Assessed 
 
 



LightSail  (Ms. Ekund); other students can check out as regular eBooks) 
(continued) 
 
Speare, Elizabeth George 
The Sign of the Beaver             Single-user  $6.99        LightSail Assessed 
 
Spinelli, Jerry 
Loser  Single-user     $6.99       LightSail Assessed 
 
Stine, R. L.  
The Haunting Hour 26 circulation limit; LightSail Assessed        Single-user   $5.99 
 
Tolkien, J. R. R. 
The Hobbit       Single-user     $13.95     LightSail Assessed 
The Fellowship of the Ring (Lord of the Rings 1)   Single-user     $13.95     LightSail Assessed 
The Two Towers (Lord of the Rings 2)   Single-user     $13.95     LightSail Assessed 
 
Trueman, Terry 
Stuck in Neutral       26 circulation limit;LightSail Assessed        Single-user   $8.99 
 
Westerfeld, Scott 
Uglies   One Year Circulation Limit;LightSail Assessed   $12.99 
 
Wynne-Jones, Tim 
The Uninvited  Single-user     $8.99       LightSail Assessed 
 
Zuzak, Markus 
The Book Thief        Single-user     $38.97       LightSail Assessed 
 
 



General Fiction – Single-user checkout without LightSail  (OBOB and requests) 
 
Asher, Jay 
Thirteen Reasons Why          Single-user   $12.99        One Year Circulation Limit 
 
Avi    Single user   $6.99         26 circulation limit  
Crispin: The Cross of Lead 
 
Dashner, James 
The Maze Runner Single-user $29.97 
The Scorch Trials Single-user $29.97 
 
Flanagan, John  
The Ruins of Gorlan Single-user $12.99                  OBOB 
 
Forman, Gayle 
If I Stay  Single-user $12.99    2 copies 
 
Grant, Michael 
Gone    Single user   $9.99             26 circulation limit 
 
Grant, Michael 
Hunger   Single user   $9.99             26 circulation limit 
 
Grant, Michael 
Lies    Single user   $9.99             26 circulation limit 
 
Green, John  
The Fault in Our Stars Single-user $12.99   2 copies (high demand) 
 
Hunt, Linda 
One for the Murphys  Single-user $10.99      One Year Circulation Limit       OBOB 
 
Hunter, Erin 
Warriors: Super Edition: Tallstar's Revenge         Single-user $7.99    26 circulation limit 
 
Korman, Gordan 
Ungifted Single-user $4.79  26 circulation limit          OBOB 
 
Lupica, Mike 
True Legend       Single-user  $10.99        One Year Circulation Limit          OBOB 
 
Palacio, R. L.  
The Julian Chapter: A Wonder Story   Single-user  $5.97 
 
Riordan, Rick 
The Lost Hero  Single-user $18.99    26 circulation limit           OBOB 
 
Zinn, Bridget 
Poison                   Single-user  $9.99       26 circulation limit                   OBOB 
 
 


